executing designs once
deemed impossible

i n t e r n at i o n a l c o n c e p t m a n ag e m e n t
project portfolio
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THE WORLD’S LEADING
T H E M E D AT T R AC T I O N A N D
AQUARIUM SPECIALISTS

Built with imagining minds, innovative technology, and conservationist ideals, an ICM-created project
is stunning and spectacular, yet environmentally conscious and ecologically sound. With over two
decades of experience, and a project portfolio that spans over 20 countries, the ICM team is known not
just for our great designs, but for our ability to execute projects worldwide with integrated solutions –
from feasibility and concept design through building and environment construction.

OCEAN PLANET AQUARIUM / ATHENS, GREECE
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Our projects turn cities
and countries into
destinations and venues
into experiences.

With over two decades of experience, and a project portfolio that spans over 20
countries, our team executes projects worldwide with integrated solutions.

WU’XI AQUARIUM / WU’XI, CHINA
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LANDRY’S HOUSTON
KEMAH, TEXAS
The Landry’s Aquarium is the redevelopment project
featuring two downtown Houston landmarks, Fire Station
No. 1 and the Central Waterworks Building. The aquarium is
a 7,500 square meter facility that houses over 200 species
of aquatic animals. The complex includes two restaurants, a
bar, and banquet facilities.

area
7500
S Q. M E T E R S
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RAINFOREST CAFÉ
MULTIPLE LOCATIONS - WORLDWIDE
Each Rainforest Café features a single walk-under arched
aquarium located at the dining room entrance, as well as
two “S” shaped acrylic aquariums in the dining area itself.
Now owned by Landry’s Inc, the restaurant chain is still
renowned for their remarkable exhibits, alive with cascading
waterfalls, customized sound effects, huge canopies
and animation.

volume
ARCHWAY
TANK

2 2 ,0 0 0
LITERS
S SHAPED
TANK
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4 ,6 0 0
LITERS

A B B A LT I C M E G A M A L L
KAUNAS, LITHUANIA
The largest tropical aquarium in Eastern Europe, the AB
Baltic Mega Mall aquarium is the vibrant, living centerpiece
of the Mega Mall in Kaunas, a city that underwent an
extensive revitalization during the time of construction.
The AB Baltic exhibit features more than 800 tropical marine
species, including black and white tip sharks, and a
variety of fish.

volume

largest tropical
aquarium in
Eastern Europe

1 6 3 ,0 0 0
LITERS
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SCHEELS
SPORTING GOODS
MULTIPLE LOCATIONS - USA
Shoppers at the Scheels Sporting Goods stores are met at
each of the entrances by something a bit out of the ordinary:
a crystal clear 61,000-liter double-arched aquarium. ICM
custom built each freestanding aquarium to fit precisely
in the entrance. The result is a double-arched aquarium
supported by three massive clear acrylic pillars, all designed,
fabricated, and installed within a six-month time frame.

volume
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61 ,0 0 0
LITERS
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NORTH CITY WHALE
SHARK AQUARIUM
ANHUI, CHINA
The North City Whale Shark Aquarium is an aquarium facility
that will be located in Anhui, China. The Peoples Republic of
China is a quickly growing destination for large oceanariums
and this aquarium will have it all.
From massive walk-through tunnels to penguin exhibits to
performance show pools. The exterior of the building will be
an architectural masterpiece, resembling a lotus flower to
embrace the cultural history of Anhui.

innovative

area
2 0,0 0 0
S Q. M E T E R S
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NORTH CITY WHALE SHARK AQUARIUM / ANHUI, CHINA
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PORTO ELOUNDA
DE LUXE RESORT
ELOUNDA, CRETE, GREECE
Providing guests at the award-winning Six Senses Spa with
a new perspective on peace and tranquility, the oval-shaped
reflecting pool can be viewed from above and below the
spa, and is the showpiece of this exclusive five-star hotel.
The spa overlooks the Aegean Sea, providing guests with
breathtaking views of Greece’s coast.

area
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2,700
L-I17
T -E R S

B A K U WAV E S
BAKU, AZERBAIJAN
The Baku Waves Aquarium is an 18,600 square meter worldclass facility based on the concept of waves frozen in time.
The building’s exterior resembles waves breaking on the
coast that meet at the surface of a large 8,000 square meter
reflection pool.
Once inside, guests will start their journey through

area

distinguished exhibits ranging from living rainforests
(botanical gardens) to manatees to sharks. Spread

1 8 ,6 0 0
S Q. M E T E R S

throughout the facility will be opportunities for education,
interaction, and enjoyment.

world-class
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area
21,515
S Q. M E T E R S

ACQUARIO CEARA
FORTALEZA, BRAZIL

Acquario Ceará will be a state-of-the-art aquarium facility
located in Fortaleza, Brazil. This aquarium will be the
largest of its kind, not only in Latin America, but also in the
Southern Hemisphere. The facility will include a 7.5 million
liter ocean tank, 1.5 million liter shark experience tank, 21
fresh water tanks, a penguin exhibition area, various walkthrough fish tank tunnels, and a number of touch tanks.
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ICM’s divisions work under one roof to
provide clients with a true “Turnkey Project
Approach.” ICM is capable of taking a project
over from the very beginning stages of
concept design, all the way through
construction and facility operations.

ACRYLIC VIEWING WINDOW / ICM ORIGINAL RENDERING
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AQUADOM
BERLIN, GERMANY
Standing at over 16 meters in height by 11 meters in
diameter, the AquaDom holds nearly 1,000,000 liters of
water and more than 100 different species of fish. As the
AquaDom’s glass elevator ascends the center of the cylinder,
visitors are surrounded by more than 2,000 fish, as well as
colorful coral and rock formations.

volume
1 ,0 0 0,0 0 0
LITERS
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world’s largest
cylinder
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AQUADREAM
CASABLANCA, MOROCCO
Aquadream, the world’s first conical aquarium designed and
built for the luxurious Morocco Mall, gives shoppers a reallive look at nearly 3,000 saltwater fish, including sharks and
rays. The largest acrylic structure of its type, Aquadream is
9.3 meters tall by 13.4 meters wide.
The unique and large scale design of Aquadream
enables guests to totally immerse themselves in the
ocean experience – and gain a greater appreciation of its
inhabitants – by riding the glass elevator through the center
of the aquarium, as well as with an optional dive session to
explore the tank further.

volume
1 ,0 0 0,0 0 0
LITERS
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AQUADREAM / CASABLANCA, MOROCCO
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AV I A PA R K
MOSCOW, RUSSIA
The Avia Park aquarium is the tallest cylinder aquarium
in the world, with the acrylic measuring at a staggering
height of 23 meters and a diameter of 6 meters. Avia Park is
the largest mall in Europe, located in Moscow, Russia. The
complex is four stories tall, with the world-class aquarium
viewable from all four levels.

volume
3 70,0 0 0
LITERS

world’s tallest cylinder
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TPS MALL
MOSCOW, RUSSIA

volume
9 0 0,0 0 0
LITERS

The TPS aquarium is currently under construction in
Moscow, Russia. The design and construction of the
aquarium is complex in that visitors will be able to travel up
through the aquarium in a panoramic elevator and will exit
through an acrylic tunnel before returning to the mall space.
The massive cylinder is 24 meters tall, 10 meters wide, and
holds nearly 900,000 liters of water.
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MARDAN
PA L AC E H OT E L
ANTALYA, TURKEY
Mardan Palace features three exhibits designed and built
by ICM – an animal habitat, five aquariums, and a swim
reef. Considered one of the Mediterranean’s most luxurious
resorts, the Mardan Palace has established itself as an
international destination.

volume
AQUARIUMS

1 , 5 0 0,0 0 0
LITERS
SWIM REEF
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1 , 3 0 0,0 0 0
- 35 LITERS

one of the
Mediterranean’s most
luxurious resorts
MARDAN PALACE HOTEL / ANTALYA, TURKEY
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area
1600
SQ METERS

AQUAMUNDO
DOMINICAN REPUBLIC
AquaMundo, located in Santo Domingo, Dominican
Republic, is an original concept, designed and built by ICM.
AquaMundo was specifically created for a shopping center,
to provide a unique experience for mall visitors.
The aquarium features 72 exhibits in seven different themed
zones. Aquamundo is the first aquarium in the Dominican
Republic that is geared toward education and conservation.
Motivated by the environmental problem of waste in our
oceans, AquaMundo created the initiative “Saving the Ocean
(Salvando El Oceano),” an organization that frequently
sponsors beach cleanups, educational lectures, and activities
related to the conservation of our oceans.
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AQUAMUNDO / DOMINICAN REPUBLIC
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DUBAI MALL AQUARIUM
DUBAI, UAE
The Dubai Aquarium & Underwater Zoo is one of the most
captivating attractions in Dubai. With the capacity to hold
10 million liters of water, the Dubai Aquarium is one of the
largest indoor aquariums in the world and contains over
33,000 species.
Located just above the aquarium, the Underwater Zoo

one of the largest
indoor aquariums in
the world

brings visitors up close with penguins, piranhas, jellyfish,
and two giant Australian crocodiles. Various add-on aquatic
experiences, including a shark dive and cage snorkeling,
deliver up-close experiences with many of these animals.
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CLIENTS

Sambil

Rainforest Cafe

Scheels Sporting Goods

City of Dreams

D ubai Mal l Aq uar ium

MGM

Meraas

Wynn

Emaar

R o ya l C a r i b b e a n C r u i s e

L andry’s

Jumeirah

Bass Pro Shop

S tat e o f C e a r a , B r a z i l

Disney

ICM ORIGINAL RENDERINGS
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U S A • H o n g Ko n g
icm-corp.com
info@icm-corp.com

